DOOR CLOSER MODEL: ITS9613 STD
CLOSER IN DOOR TRACK IN FRAME
(WOOD DOOR AND FRAME)

NOTES:
1. DO NOT SCALE DRAWING.
2. DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES/(MM).
3. RIGHT HAND DOOR SHOWN.
4. MAXIMUM OPENING APPROX. 130°
5. HOLD OPEN RANGE 80°-120°.
6. DOOR HUNG ON 4-1/2" X 4-1/2" BUTT HINGES OR 3/4" OFFSET PIVOTS- LESS TOP PIVOT.
7. ITS96 MAY BE USED ON LABELED WOOD DOORS PENDING APPROVAL OF WOOD DOOR MANUFACTURER.
8. SEE BROCHURE FOR MAXIMUM DOOR WIDTH.

DOOR PREP
FOR No.10 WOOD SCREWS USE 1/8" DRILL
FOUR (4) HOLES IN DOOR FOR CLOSER
R. (TYPICAL) 5/16 (8)

FRAME PREP
FOR No.10 WOOD SCREWS USE 1/8" DRILL
THREE (3) HOLES IN FRAME FOR TRACK
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